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To achieve a high luminosity in the ac
celerator VLEPP (colliding linear electron
-positron beams)1, it is necessary that the 
bunches at the interaction point have a very 
small size in one of the transverse directi
ons. 

The major effect, which leads to a con
siderable increase of the phase volume, is 
~he transve~se instability of a single bunch 
in a linac • The authors have previously 
shown that this instability can be suppres
sed if the frecuencies of transverse oscil
lations in the 'bunch are shifted. This can 
be made by introducing the energy spread 
over the bunch. Note that the required rela
tive spread is in definite relation to the 
frequency of transverse oscillations · and 
to the energy f~ • In the VLEPP accelerator 
the following dependence 
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has been chosen. In this case, the spread 
changes as follows: 
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where )}_ and E, are the initial frequency 
and ener"gy. '-' 

It is worth noting that for the suffi
ciently large number of particles in the 
bunch to be accelerated, a sufficiently lar
ge energy spread is required (-10 at the 
beginning of acceleration). 

However, any random perturbations of a 
tr~jectory of the transverse bunch motion, 
which result in increasing the amplitude of 
transverse oscillations, give rise to an in
crease in the phase volime ju~t because of 
the energy (frequency) spread). Let us treat 
this process on the phase plane in the time 
representation (Fig. 1). At the initial ins
tant, the bunch, which has the zero phase 
volume, acquires random transversal angle 
(strike). The particles in the bunch begin 
to oscillate at natural frequencies and gra
dually 'run' over phases. The bunch is ex
tended over the perimeter of the ellipse on 
the phase plane and completely occupies it 
during the period C>; cc L~- (where is the full 
shift in frequency). I-t')'is the ellipse area 
which determines the acquired phase volume 
of the bunch. As the bunch travels in the 
accelerator, it is subjected to a great num
ber of random strikes, and the increments in 
amplitudes of different particles of the 
bunch are different just because of the fre
quency spread. As a result, the originally 
point-like bunch 'spreads' on the phase pla
ne, as is shown in Fig. 2. This Figure also 
presents the distribution in frequencies. 
If random strikes are independent, the dis
tribution, normalized over the r.m.s. size 
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Random strikes are caused by the errors 
of the focusing system (displacement of the 

centers of quadrupole lenses with respect to 
the accelerator axis, rotation and inclinati
on of the lenses relative to the axis. devia
tion of the field gradient of the lenses) 
and of the accelerating system (displacement 
and inclination of the accelerating sections, 
deviations of the acquired energy from a no
minal one)4. It is necessary to emphasize 
that, in addition to random perturbations, 
the regular perturbations are possible, for 
example, deformation of the $Ccelerator axis 
because of the ground waves 4''· 

Let us consider in detail the influence 
of particular perturbations on an increase 
in phase volume of the bunch. For estimati
ons we use the model of thin lenses, and the 
relation between the amplitudes of deviation 
A and of the angle X'm is defined by_ means 
of the function _f f ( ))): !l =j30J)' <> 

1. Random displacement of the centres of 
quadrupole lenses (vibrations) 

These errors of the focusing structure 
is the most significant. Indeed, if the,cen
tre of a lens with the focal distance j is 
shifted with respect to the accelerator axis 
at a distance of .DX , the bunch, after its 
flight through this lens, acquires an addi
tional angle 

The maximum increase in the amplitude of os
cillation will be equal to 
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l is the distance between the lenses. where 

Thus, the increase in the amplitude of 
oscillation exceeds more than by a factor of 
two the displacement of the quadrupole lens. 
At the end of acceleration the amplitude 
will be determined by the sum of the incre
ments in the amplitude of oscillations due 
to the displacements of all the lenses with 
the adiabatic damping taken into account. 
From the above considerations, one can ob
tain the estimate for the phase volume de
termining the r.m.s. size of the bunch: 
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wpere L is the length of an accelerator, 
eJ is the. initial distance between the len

ses, and Ly is the final energy of the acce
lerator. The number of lenses on the wave
length of transverse oscillations is assumed 
here to remain the same and to be equal to 
B. However, if the action of one strong lens 
is replaced by that of a set of weaker len
ses of the same sign, as acceleration conti
nues, the smaller phase volume will be exci
ted: 
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From the assumption that the bunch comple
tely 'spreads' over the ellipse during the 
characteristic period of the loss in cohe
rence (f,;;);), it is also possible to estima
te the phase volume determining the maximum 
size of the bunch: 
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II. The coherent displacement of len
ses is due to the ground vibrations when 
propagating the seismic waves, whose ampli
tudes and wavelengths can be very diffe
rent. Note that the coincidence of the wa
velengths of transverse oscillations of the 
bunch with the ground vibrations wavelength 
is possible to take place. Far from the re
sonance, the excited phase volume is as 
follows: 
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where QA is the amplitude of a seismic wa
ve with the wavelengthi\ 

III. As is known, random turns of gua
dru ole lenses around the lon itudinal axis 

ea , on the one and, to the amp itude er
rors and, on the other hand, to the rotati
on of 5 the bunch around the longitudinal 
axis • Since the flat bunch with the re
lation between transverse sizes l'- /-:;, 100 
is used in the accelerator VLEPP,'the buneh 
rotation effectively gives rise of the 
small size just because of the frequency 
spread. The increment in amplitude due to 
rotation of the lens by an angle L\ 'f' is 
equal 
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and, correspondingly, the phase volume will 
constitute 

IV. Random errors in the alignment of 
accelerating sections may be represented 
as the displacements of the section as a 
whole and the inclination with respect to 
the accelerator axis. When displacing the 
section at a distance of , the bunch un
dergoes the action of the transverse force 
of radiation fields and acquires the trans
versal angle 
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where ,. Q is the gradient of transverse 
force. J 

At the end of acceleration the exci
ted phase volume is equal to 
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In the case of inclination, the ends of the 
section shift with respect to each other 
towards the transverse direction at the dis
tance cl:· J..l , where J. is the angle of in
clination and € is the length of the secti
on. 

In this case, the axisymmetric accele
rating field contributes, mainly, to the 
transverse force, and the acquired transver
sal angle equals 
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And, correspondingly, the final phase volume 
is equal to 
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Thus, the basic mechanisms of increasing the 
Phase volume of the bunch in a linac have 
been considered. As the quantitative relati
ons for the VLEPP show, the stability of po
sition of the lenses is the most significant: 
in order to achieve the required lwninositv. 
it is required that the accuracy be at 
a level of fractions of a micron. 
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Fig. 1. The time representation of the 'smea:r
ine;' of a non-monochromatic bun.ch on 
the phase plane. 

Pig. 2: (a) 
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1 stochaf;tical1y 1 heated bunch on 
the phase p1ane, 
density distribution of the parti
cles over the amp1itude of oscil
lations. 
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